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ABSTRACT
Mobile malware is malicious software that targets mobile phones or wireless-enabled Personal
digital assistants (PDA), by causing the collapse of the system and loss or leakage of confidential
information. As wireless phones and PDA networks have become more and more common and
have grown in complexity, it has become increasingly difficult to ensure their safety and security
against electronic attacks in the form of viruses or other malware. Android is now the world's most
popular OS. More and more malware assaults are taking place in Android applications. Many
security detection techniques based on Android Apps are now available. Android applications are
developing rapidly across the mobile ecosystem, but Android malware is also emerging in an
endless stream. Many researchers have studied the problem of Android malware detection and
have put forward theories and methods from different perspectives. Existing research suggests that
machine learning is an effective and promising way to detect Android malware. Notwithstanding,
there exist reviews that have surveyed different issues related to Android malware detection based
on machine learning. The open environmental feature of the Android environment has given
Android an extensive appeal in recent years. The growing number of mobile devices, they are
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incorporated in many aspects of our everyday lives. In today’s digital world most of the antimalware tools are signature based which is ineffective to detect advanced unknown malware viz.
Android OS, which is the most prevalent operating system (OS), has enjoyed immense popularity
for smart phones over the past few years. Seizing this opportunity, cybercrime will occur in the form
of piracy and malware. Traditional detection does not suffice to combat newly created advanced
malware. So, there is a need for smart malware detection systems to reduce malicious activities
risk. The present paper includes a thorough comparison that summarizes and analyses the various
detection techniques.

Keywords: Malware; detection; operating system; android; viruses.
applications [11]. Machine Learning algorithms
and methods have reached a high accuracy in
malware detection among the several methods in
the detection of malware [12]. Many mobiles with
several operating systems are available. Android
is a mobile open-source operating system that
can be accessed on numerous devices. Android
devices are activated every day according to
Google 1.3 million, the risk of malware will rise by
extending mobile phone capabilities [13].

1. INTRODUCTION
Android is the most popular smartphone platform
in today's market, and its popularity is growing by
the day, Malware includes viruses from
computers, worms, backdoors, spyware, Trojans
and other harmful systems [1]. There are many
malware strategies that target the Android
platform without the victim's awareness by
transferring confidential information [2].The
Android operating system is usually regarded as
the most popular and regularly affected [3]. The
quick growth of the mobile Internet has made
Android the smartest terminal operating system
in the world, Mobile malware has become a
serious cyber security problem [4]. The phrases
'virus' and 'malware' are often used yet vary
technically. Malware is a comprehensive phrase
including all kind of malware, by accessing the
infected folder or application, the victim is woken
up to the infection [5]. The virus might erase or
encrypt the data while it is running the infection
[6]. In addition, the software may be changed or
system features may be disabled, the software
detection system focuses on the qualities both of
the execution and of the source code of the
program, the software detection system focuses
on the qualities both of the execution and of the
source code of the program Android malware
detection techniques to machine learning [7].
Malware analyses are a procedure that detects
software programs to determine their behaviours,
functioning and whether or not they are malware.
Methods of Android malware detection may be
classified as static and dynamic analysis [8]. That
indicates that every 10 seconds a new Android
malware application was identified, Malware
detection technique may be classified as static
detection, dynamic detection and hybrid
detection in three categories [9]. Since android is
the most common operating system used for
Internet access. Android includes an operating
system, an app framework and key apps [10].
Each Android app is segregated from other

2. ANDROID MALWARE
Android OS has become a major malware target,
because it is popular. In August 2010, Kaspersky
Lab Researcher Dennis Mashlennikov uncovered
and revealed the first known Android virus
utilizing text messaging [14]. The virus masks as
a film player and delivers SMS messages to two
top quality phone lines without the owner's
awareness. The cost of each communication is
$5, which leads in premium message service
owners owing considerable money [15]. Russian
users alone and the virus on Android Market was
not found (which was renamed to Google Play in
2012).
During the same month in January, Symantec
disclosed a GPS tracking program that captured
and relayed position code to a remoten server
every 15 minutes without user awareness’ [16].
While it was reported that it was discovering the
first Android SMS virus in this month. Due to the
failure of the virus on the Android Market at that
time, the harm was limited. Lookout stated in the
final quarter of 2010 that the latest Android virus
was found in the wild. An example by Geinimi
demonstrated the "Trojanization" idea in the
Android environment [17].
More "Trojanized" versions of authentic
applications have been identified and reported
according to statistics provided in 2011 [17]. The
golden rule for Android users was that only
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applications from the official Android market
should be downloaded and installed [1]. But
since Lookout discovered more than 50
fraudulent Android applications on the Android
official market, this advice has become less
useful [18].

network traffic, battery use, IP address, and more
[30]. A mix of static and dynamic analytical
techniques is hybrid analysis. The following
sections discuss the characteristics and
algorithms used to develop this specific app [31].

3.1 Static Analysis
In 2010 and 2011 the malware outbreak of
Android began with the increase in the number of
security malware detections [19]. Only 0.5
percent of the overall mobile malware made up
by Android malware in 2010, Juniper Networks
said [20]. Over the course of a year, Android's
malware threats had risen to 46.7%, while
Android malware had reached 47% of all mobile
malware risks by the end of 2011 [21]. By March
2013, all mobile malware risks were reached by
Android. Nearly every virus targeted at Android
systems in 2013, as demonstrated in February
2014 by the Kaspersky Lab [22].

Static analyses are used to verify the structure of
the program without running it. This is the safest
way to test malware, because if you execute
code, it will infect your system [32]. While its
most basic version looks for malware information
without looking at the code, static analysis
reveals this information [29]. The name of
malware files, types of files, and file sizes might
give suggestions as to the virus [33]. A
comparison between MD5 scans or Hashes and
a database may be made to see whether the
virus has been found before. A scan of antivirus
software will show you which malware you work
on, as well as screening your machine for
infections [32].

As Android malware is increasing, academic and
industry researchers have focused on studying
this expanding danger [23]. Several researchers
concentrated on collecting Android samples,
meticulous analysis of the data set and
description of the results gathered in order to get
a knowledge of Android malware attack
pathways and infection behaviours [24].
Researchers have also set up numerous tools
and methods to support the analysis of Android
malware. Droid-Scope is an example of a
platform built in a virtualized environment to
analyse malware [25].

Advanced static analysis called code analysis,
which differs from codes, dissects the binary file
to scrutinize all its distinct components [34]. A
disassembler is used to reverse engineer the
source code [35]. The code of the machine is
turned into a legible code for human assembly
The function of a program may be inferred by
viewing the mounting instructions [36]. A file can
include essential information about the headers,
functions and strings. But modern hackers can
avoid this countermeasure quickly [37]. This
approach requires grammatical errors to be
included in your code so that disassemblers do
not recognize the malicious code [38]. Dynamic
malware analysis is necessary to circumvent the
static malware analysis [39].

There have also been a lot of studies about
Android malware identification and prevention;
several technologies have been created to help
screen Android applications and identify possible
harmful ones [26]. This is a case in point with
Risk Ranker, a software tool meant to assess if a
program is hazardous (e.g., launching a root
exploit or sending background SMS messages)
[27].

Methods of static analysis seek for specified
characteristics saved in the program. This
method is time- and resource efficient because
the program is not carried out [40]. The study
nevertheless faces the coding strategies of the
developers of malware which allow them to
escape static detection [41]. The most important
thing to accomplish is to download an update,
after which the malicious software is loaded, by
installing a genuine program on a mobile device.
Only the benign application is scanned by static
analysis; thus, this is not discoverable [42].

3. ANDROID MALWARE DETECTION
The analysis according maybe classified to the
functionality used to characterize an application
as static and dynamic. Static analysis without
program execution is carried out [28]. To
categorise them, the API calls can be located in
the AndroidManifest.xml file and I separated
them into static features like permissions and
dynamic functions [29]. The characteristics of a
program found while in operation include
features to be analyzed dynamically, such as

The most commonly used are these static
features: Permits and calls to the API [43]. These
functions have been studied and investigated in
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depth and in order to assist establish whether a
specific malware piece is harmful, together with
the extracted metadata accessible in the Google
Play Store, such as the version name, version
number, the author’s name, the most updated
time, etc [44].

4.1 Malware Based on Machine Learning
Android Malware Schemes
Application and application of machine learning,
which has been defined by different academics,
is an artificial intelligence research branch [55].
Machine learning, according to, comprises of a
series of approaches for automating predictions
on the basis of historical data [56]. The machine
learning may be separated into five paradigms
with various theoretical notions based on a
comparison between the master's learning
algorithms and activities carried out by the
human
brain:
symbolists,
connectivity,
evolutionist, Bayesian and analogizer. Each
machine learning category has its own fields of
study and algorithms [57,58].

3.2 Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic analytics are sometimes referred to as
malware conduct analysis. In a secure
environment malicious software must be
analysed [45]. A sandbox environment is built
within a virtual network segregated from the rest
of the network to build malware without
compromising its actual systems [42]. The
analysis is feasible without any long-term
repercussions and afterwards the sandbox might
be reinstated to its original condition [46].

4.2 Android Malware's Risks

When a malware piece is run and its detection
signature can be identified by dynamic analysis,
the technical indications are issued [47]. A
sandbox-controlled program is called a dynamic
analytics software to identify the effects of
malware. The updates may include new registry
keys, IP addresses, domain names, and file path
locations [48]. It will also indicate whether the
infection is connecting to an external server
controlled by a hacker through the application of
dynamic analysis [25]. It is both a helpful and
time-consuming dynamic analytical approach.
During execution of the malware, a debugger can
focus on each behaviour of the software while
processing the instructions [49,50].

Once a malware-infected Android OS is installed,
users are exposed to and are exposed to several
risks [59]. A some of the Include but not limited
to: the dangers they may suffer:






Database loss
Theft of personal data that may lead to
Dieft of identity
Users' spying
Telephone remote operation
Ransomware financial loss [60].

To detect the unknown malware using machine
learning technique, a flow chart of their approach
is shown in Fig. 1. It includes pre-processing of
dataset, promising feature selection, training of
classifier and detection of advanced malware
[61].

Like static analysis, fraudsters are struggling to
detect and film dynamic analyses. If malware
suspects a virtual setting or a debugger, it won't
work [51]. There might be a delay between
launching and executing the risky payload of the
application or specific user input [52]. The most
thorough knowledge of a malware threat is often
the application of static and dynamic analytical
approaches in combination [53].

4.3 Random Forest Algorithm
The random forest provides random selection
attributes based on decision-making trees [62].
The classic decision tree selects an excellent
attribute in the current node attribute set [63].
The random forest picks a subset of the k
characteristics in the set of node characteristics
randomly. And then chooses an ideal attribute for
the partition from the subset [64].

4. MALWARE DETECTION TECHNIQUES
Malware methods are used to identify malicious
software and prevent computer system infection,
therefore preventing it from losing potential
information [54]. Abandonment of the system.
Three ways to detect and categorize malware
are available:



Methods based on pacification [11].

4.4 Android Malware Based: Machine
Classification Algorithm Android
Malware

Detection on permission basis.
Detection on the basis of signature

Classification Machine learning the topic of
machine learning involves theory and statistics of
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probability. The learning model of the machine is
primarily designed to provide algorithms that
allow the computer to learn [65].

requested for resources in order to give
transparency [71]. However, as shown, not all
permissions are necessary [72]. The permissionbased detection is good for the speed of malware
screening but should not be utilized on other files
containing the hazardous code [73]. In addition,
allowance between malicious and benign apps is
slightly different, thus a second pass requires
permission-based detection [74,75].

Static Analysis: Static analysis is used to
decompile the application to retrieve the code file
and extract the features without executing the
application software via reverse engineering.
These characteristics are static [66].
Dynamic Analysis: The dynamic analysis
approach is to replicate the behaviour of the user
by executing the program and to identify if
malicious software is based on the program's
real functioning [67].

4.6 Virtual Machine Analysis
A virtual machine is used to test byte code for a
specific application [76]. Tests application
behaviour, and tests for hazardous aspects, such
as data flow and control flow, that may aid in
malevolent apps [77]. Most virtual apps for
mobile devices have already been deployed, in
particular for Android. By tracing API calls,
DroidAPIMiner identifies malware that might lead
to the disclosure of sensitive data [78]. The fact
that it is done at the instruction level, which takes
up more processing power and memories, is also
an issue with virtual analytics [79].

4.5 Permission Based Analysis
In determining which apps have access to
resources, application permissions are essential
[68]. Most programs have no user data access
and have no default affect system safety [69].
The user must permit the app to access all the
required resources at installation time [70]. It is a
good idea for developers to clarify the rights

Fig. 1. Malware detection flowchart [61]
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properly with functional values. There are nodes
and distribution leaves in a decision tree.

4.7 Anomaly Based
Analysis based on anomalies is based on
monitoring device behaviour, tracking the various
parameters and state of the device's components
[80]. A malware detection approach based on
behaviour.
Randomly
checks
several
characteristics of the device status including
battery level, CPU use, network traffic, etc to
identify a malware. Measuring is done during
operation and then delivered to an algorithm
which classifies it properly [81,82]. The two
distinct anomaly-based technologies used to
identify malware in Android devices are
CrowDroid and AntiMalDroid [83]. The first is
based on the analysis of system calls logs, which
analyses an application's activity then creates
malware signatures [84]. SMS Profiler and iDMA
are two instruments used to unlawfully identify
the use of iOS services [85].

Neural networks (NN): is another extremely
productive, human-brain-based machine learning
method. Neural networks methodology is
nevertheless longer than alternative clinicians,
and is considered to be troubling or rigorous, in
which real time might be limiting in any malware
detection system.
Naive Bayes (NB): presume that the structures
are casual sovereigns and calculate its potential
for the decision to be appealed [89].

6. LITERATURE REVIEW
Over the last few years, Android is considered as
the most commonly adopted OS and has drawn
attention to the malware maker as a result of its
increasingly growing success. Android enables
apps to be downloaded and installed from other
unofficial markets. Existing study obviously lags
behind in the effective and precise detection of
malware. An effective and accurate solution to
this problem provided, called SAMADroid, a new
3-degree hybrid malware detection model for
Android operating systems, SAMADroid is a new
malware identification model that combines the
advantages of static analysis, dynamic analysis,
and intelligence learning. Based on the
advantages and disadvantages of current antimalware technologies [3]. Many attacks targeting
Android phones may be carried out, mostly by
the development of applications. Some
classification algorithms have been evaluated in
their research to assess best performance.
Algorithm when it comes to malware
identification android. An Android device data
collection was collected from fig share and used
for information in the Waikato environment,
Training and research analysis (WEKA),
calculated by accuracy, false-positive rate,
accuracy, retrieval, f-method, receiver operating
curve (ROC) and root-mean square, Mistake
(RMSE). Multi-layer perceptron’s were found to
work best with 99.4 percent accuracy, their
project was designed to test Android malware
classification algorithms [60]. A security detection
approach based on the Metropolis algorithm is
proposed in their article on Android introduce a
concept method named PPMDroid to conserve
bandwidth and speed up the process with many
optimizations [90]. Today, in all countries, the
usage of cell phones is increasing and sadly,
cyber criminals are constantly targeting mobile
phones. The key cause of this kind of assault is

4.8 Taint Analysis
Taint droid is a software program that collects
sensitive information from many places and
identifies private data leakage in mobile
applications [86]. The tool tags and tracks
sensitive data while moving from the device in
order to protect against misuse of data. Control
flow tracking is not implemented while efficient
data tracking is given [87].

5. ALGORITHMS
LEARNING

FOR

MACHINE

There is an enormous range of classifiers that
can be utilized for machine learning [88]. Once
the current techniques to machine learning have
been intensively studied, the downsides and
advantages of succeeding algorithms have been
highlighted such that I consider that I am
particularly willing to be able to identify malware:
K-Nearest Neighbour (knn): Although it is
claimed to be an extremely simple algorithmic
program (silent algorithms) and performs quickly,
it is improper or not very rewarding as soon as
the training set is blare or outliers undergoing.
Subject Vector Machine Support (SVM):
method comprises a robust and intricate
theoretical and abstract basis, since it typically
performs more than alternative algorithms for
classification outcomes.
Decision Tree (J48): might be a classification
tree which hopes to categorize the instances
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the malicious software that a consumer
downloads from reputable media like Play store,
the App Store and everything. Their framework is
a smartphone android technology focused on
deep learning. In order to detect the malicious
actions of an algorithm the application can
conduct static and dynamic analysis. The method
will combine both static and evolving effects of
study. When security makers used signature
detection to detect a ransomware, attackers
began to create a new signature to circumvent
those solutions. This reduced the reliability of
those solutions apps [91]. This approach
evaluates the 24 risky allowances of Android
using the Metropolis algorithm; Removes
permissions
for
uncertainty,
extracts
characteristics of permission. Their solution
decreases the detecting function and can
achieve 93.5 percent for the accuracy of harmful
program detection [64]. Their paper is built on
Android learning systems and machinery. It
identifies Android malware from two static and
dynamic analytical perspectives.

detection accuracy and efficiency. Fig. 2
represents the Architecture of Droid Deep [67].
Their research condenses the development of
malware-detection technology that supports
machine study algorithms based on Android
operating systems. In their report, they
suggested a portable malware position display to
speed up the efficiency of operation classifier
with 9 movement highlights. The model also uses
grouping techniques like stream, package and
time-based highlights to describe families of
malware. Mobile malware is thus pernicious and
therefore it is essential for users to provide a fast
and accurate detection method, Minimize
malware
investigation
costs
by picking
representative samples only 8.5 % to 22 percent
[89]. In their article they suggested a malware
identification scheme to safeguard the protection
of Android that protects the privacy (or assets) of
telephone vendors, consumers and security
service providers. It identifies malicious
applications in app stores of telephone providers
and on phones of consumers without exchanging
data. The privacy problems of current static and
dynamic malware detection methods are
highlighted; runtime actions of apps and malware
signatures with others. Tey suggested DL-Droid,
a deep learning framework used in state-of-the-

Using machine learning, it is feasible to
successfully identify malware with Android
malware. The combination of static analysis and
dynamic analysis may simultaneously increase

Fig. 2. Architecture of droid deep [57]
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art input generation to detect malicious apps
from Android. Experiments on actual devices per
developed with more than 30,000 applications
(benign and malware). In their article, they
introduced DL-Droid, an advanced dynamic
analysis system for the identification of Android
malware, Droid uses profound learning with a
standard input generation technique, although it
has the potential to use the popular Monkey
platform in state-of-the-art practice (stateless
method). This is the first study to examine
profound learning with complex functions derived
from smartphones utilizing actual mobile. Their
findings also emphasized the importance of
enhanced input generation for complex analytical
systems built to identify Android malware through
machine learning .Today, several smartphone
operating systems are used, including various
formats and market shares. Mobile networks, like
other information systems, are sensitive to virus
assault. Detection of malware is very critical and
is a must-deliver method for protecting and
minimizing private data in any system. They
examined and reviewed various strategies of
malware identification for mobile operating
systems in their article. The objective of the
paper is to create a user profiling method for the
mobile identification of malware. The vulnerability
of any malware identification strategy has
already been noted and debated. They built a
new malware identification platform, focused on
a mobile user profiling, for mobile applications
[92]. With the spread of Android-based smart
Internet of Things (IoT), malicious Android apps
for IoT devices have attracted the publicity
because of their privacy and property loss
concerns. Their paper introduced Eve Droid, a
malware identification framework designed to
allow detection of Android and IoT malware,
which allows the IoT world safer by decreasing
malicious software running on Android-equipped
smartphones. Due to API changes, and now able
to capture previously unseen activities. The
results also demon state that EveDroid is more
accurate and robust to malware evolvement
compared to existing detection systems [93].
Classification utilizing machine learning was an
important class of malware security solutions.
Also proposed a new classification method
based on the findings of a longitudinal analysis
on Android applications focusing on their
complex behaviour. The key lesson learned is
that learning software development offers a
promising way to identify malware over the long
term, they have examined a new approach
cantered on an evolutionary characterization of
smartphone behaviours. These results showed

the potential of long-term malware identification
approaches focused on evolution [94]. Android is
one of the main targets for attackers to unleash
destructive intentions. Researchers each year
propose a new Android malware analyser system
to protect against Android malware apps in the
field of real life. In the analysis they compared
accessible Android malware datasets with 15 key
requirements and identifying key weaknesses. In
this portion, they proposed the second part of
CICAndMal2017 which incorporates new feature
sets such as static permissions and attempts and
the appended API calls. In the portion of
dynamics [95]. In recent years, many mobile
malware detection systems have been
suggested to deal with this issue. Their paper is
about the survey of current smartphone detection
systems for malware. Their paper includes a
systematic investigation of some accurate
structures built on a method of static analysis. It
explains and evaluates each scheme. In addition,
both programs are similar to a tutorial on
techniques. Malware detection is considered a
key precondition for Android Operating System to
defend mobile users from personal theft of
privacy [96]. Two kinds of characteristics,
permission requests and system calls are
examined as a technique to identify malware, in
their study. By using a machine learning
technique, they can distinguish between benign
and malicious applications. The model used
permissions to get an accuracy of approximately
80% and system calls to reach a classic cation
accuracy of about 60%. Their article analysed
two major characteristics for Android malware
detection, permission and system calls, and
applied machinery education to both. The results
suggested that permission data is better for
malware detection than system call data [97].
Their paper is based on Android and learning
machines. It identifies malware from two static
analytical and dynamic analytical aspects. With
machine learning for Android malware detection,
it is feasible to identify malware successfully.
Static analysis and dynamic analysis may
simultaneously increase detection accuracy and
efficiency, to discover malicious software, a
security technique must be developed. , The
exponential growth in the amount of Android
malware presents great challenges for malware
programs because the number of malware
samples is overwhelming. They built Android, a
new framework that automatically classifies
Android malware samples with high precision
and accelerates malware detection efficiently by
proposing representative malware screening
samples. Android is more efficient and reliable
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than advanced methods. Malware inspection and
malware raising to avoid analysis. It offers
significant knowledge for the identification and
inspection of malware and increases malware
levels to avoid review [98]. They discussed
various forms of Android malware detection
technology applying various methods of deep
learning in their article. Due of Android's open
nature, here they are investigating a number of
various malware methods of detection such as:
MalDozer, Droid Detector, Droid Deep Learner
and Deep Flow. It employs a static analysis
approach as well as an API technique. MalDozer
is used to detect malware in the Convolution
Neural Network, Whether or if an android
application is contaminated with malware without
a facility, Their goal was to create a profound
learning
model
which
can
recognize
automatically [99]. In order to train the preprocessed sequences, they next utilize two deep
learning methods: DexCNN and DexCRNN. Two
meth- abilities have been examined on a data set
of 80 0 benign APKs and 80 0 malignant APKs,
your study presents two detection approaches for
end-to-end malware without human engineering.
First, they utilized the sample retrieval technique
to pre-process the classes.dex APK file.
DexCNN can achieve accuracy of 93.4 percent,
while the DexCRNN can reach accuracy of 95.8
per cent. Other comparable malware detection
tasks may readily be expanded to the
approaches given [100]. This mode of detection
increases to some level the detection accuracy.
The random forest method has been upgraded to
yield flourishing sets. Then the approach is used
Rules for sensitive authorization, to analyse this
detection mechanism and validate the efficacy of
the system, a number of assessment approaches
have been applied. Utilized to assess the method
of detection and to validate the system's efficacy
[101]. DAMBA, a novel prototype system based
on C/S architecture, is presented in their article.
DAMBA extracts the application's dynamic and
static characteristics. For further studies, they
provided the TANMAD-method, a two-step
methodology for detecting malware from Android,
which minimizes the spectrum of probable
families of malware. They provided numerous
optimization ideas for hybrid analysis to achieve
improved efficiency and precision in their papers.
The complicated computation work of the PC
customer was finished to maintain the limited
resources of the mobile customer [102].Cloak &
Dagger, a specific kind of assaulting action, is
detailed in length. Detection algorithm for harmful

software packages, The Cloak and Dagger
attack algorithm is presented for the detection of
malicious software packages. It is suggested that
you conduct a Cloak and Dagger assault [103].
The detection will be measured using three
distinct classifications: K-nearest (KNN), Random
Forest (RF) and Decision Tree (DT). In the
identification and classification of computer
malware, a visualization methodology was used,
although not many trials concentrated on Android
operating system. By utilizing the Random forest
machine
learning
method
on
picture
characteristics created from APK samples, the
suggested study could reach 84.14 percent
detecting accuracy [104]. They used the
technology to build a framework named the
ONAMD Online Android Malware Detection
Approach, The ONAMD initially collects the
details (e.g., requested permissions, and basic
data info, etc.). Next, the SVM and Random
Forest algorithm improves the capacity of
malware simulation to identify the program as
benign or harmful. Their method has been
extended to 600 applications. The experimental
results indicate that their solution takes half-time
and higher reminder rates than Androguard
[105]. By utilizing the Random Forest machine
learning method on picture characteristics
created from APK samples, the suggested study
could reach 84.14 percent detecting accuracy.
Android malware has been detected daily such
that malware analysts find it tough to identify it.
For autonomous learning, they employed a
neural network, and to be more specific, the
detection is done and compared using three
distinct classifiers: KNN, Random Forest and
Decision Tree (DT).Less costly memory
representation and hence speed up the learning
process [106].

7. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON
This section is focussing on browsing significant
comparison among all previous works explained
in section 6 which was the summary of related
works in the field of malware detection in android
operating system. The comparison illustrated the
accuracy concept among different previous
approaches towards malware detection as
illustrated in Table 1. Also, the depended
algorithms are compared clearly, in this table.
So, different algorithms were depended by
previous works (Intelligence Machine Learning,
ROC, SVM, PPMDroid, and EveDroid).
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Table 1. Comparison among of the related works
Ref.
[3]

Model
model that combines the advantages
of static analysis, dynamic analysis
Each malware detection technique's
flaws were highlighted.

Methods/ Algorithm
Intelligence Machine
Learning

Some classification algorithms have
been evaluated in their research to
assess best performance
Proposed a new classification method
based on the findings of a longitudinal
analysis

f-method, receiver
operating curve (ROC)

[74]

ONAMD Online Android Malware
Detection Approach

the SVM and Random
Forest algorithm

[64]

removes Uncertainty permissions,
and extracts certain permission
features.
Built FalDroid, a new framework that
automatically classifies Android
malware
The model also uses grouping
techniques like stream

Metropolis
algorithm

machine learning

It is essential for users to provide a
fast and accurate detection method.

First, the privacy problems of current
static and dynamic malware detection
methods are highlighted
The method will combine both static
and evolving effects of study

PPMDroid method

To conserve bandwidth and speed up
the process with many optimizations.

deep learning

DL-Droid,

deep learning

The usage of cell phones is increasing
and sadly, cyber criminals are
constantly targeting mobile phones.
To detect malicious apps from
Android.

[4]

[9]

[11]

[67]

[89]

[90]

[91]

[92]

machine learning

Objective
This study provides an effective and
accurate solution to this problem
The objective of the paper is to create
a user profiling method for the mobile
identification of malware.
Their project was designed to test
Android malware classification
algorithms.
The key lesson learned is that
learning software development offers
a promising way to identify malware
over the long term

To learn and classify, use these
essential permissions
Malware inspection and malware
raising to avoid analysis.
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Results
achieves high accuracy of malware
detection via efficiency
Based on mobile user profile, it may be
utilized effectively.
It was discovered that multi-layer
perceptron Performs best with an
accuracy of 99.4%.
These results showed the potential of
long-term malware identification
approaches focused on evolution.
The experimental results indicate that
their solution takes half-time and higher
reminder rates than Androguard
Their solution decreases detecting,
achieve 93.5 percent for the accuracy of
harmful program detection.
Minimize malware investigation costs by
picking representative samples only 8.5
% to 22 percent
This study condenses the progression
of malware detection techniques
supported
Large evaluation findings with real
malware samples show the reliability
and efficacy of their method
This reduced the reliability of those
solutions
Their findings also emphasize the
importance of enhanced input
generation for complex analytical
systems built
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Ref.
[95]

Model
designed to allow detection of Android
and IoT malware

Methods/ Algorithm
EveDroid

Objective
Due to API changes, able to capture
previously unseen activities.

[96]

Proposed the second part of
CICAndMal2017

CICAndMal2017

the main targets for attackers to
unleash destructive intentions

[98]

The model used permissions to get
an accuracy of approximately 80%
and system calls to reach a
classification accuracy of about 60%.
It identifies Android malware from two
static and dynamic analytical
perspectives
study presents two detection
approaches for end-to-end malware
without human engineering
Utilized to assess the method of
detection and to validate the system's
efficacy.
DAMBA collects application's static
and dynamic characteristics.
It is suggested that you conduct a
Cloak and Dagger assault.

machine learning

Results
The results also demon strate that
EveDroid is more accurate and robust
to malware evolvement compared to
existing detection systems
At the first layer, successful 95.3 % with
Static-Based Malware Binary, 83.3 %
with Dynamic-Based, and 59.7% with
Dynamic-Based at the second layer.
The results suggested that permission
data is better for malware detection
than system call data.

It is possible to effectively detect
malware.

Improve precision and efficiency of
detection.

DexCRNN

In order to train the pre-processed
sequences

random forest
algorithm

This method increases to a certain
degree the detection accuracy

DexCNN can achieve accuracy of 93.4
percent, while the DexCRNN can reach
accuracy of 95.8 per cent.
The sensitive allowance rules approach
is used

TANMAD Algorithm

to preserve the mobile client's limited
resources
The market for mobile operating
systems is expanding.

The detection will be measured using
three distinct classifications (KNN),
(RF) and (DT).
Their solution use the matrix
representing the system calls
gathered and the CNN model input

GIST descriptor

to create a malware application for
Android devices

a neural network

For autonomous learning, employed a
neural network, and to be more
specific

[99]

[101]

[102]

[103]
[104]

[105]

[106]

machine learning
classification
deep learning DexCNN and

Cloak and Dagger
attack algorithm
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In order to improve efficiency and
precision,
Enables the detection of all potentially
harmful programs on a mobile device's
operating system.
Achieve 84.14% accuracy detection

Less costly memory representation and
hence speed up the learning process
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8. CONCLUSION
The
article
provides
a
foundational
understanding of Android malware detection
technologies. Malware detection is a cornerstone
of the Android Operating System's security. A
comparison was formed on the various
techniques. The detection techniques that use
hybrid analysis and use deep learning both of
them are accurate and scalable as well as
machine-based learning detection may discover
previously undiscovered malware kinds, and may
improve detecting efficiency performance. The
strategy that reports all the constraints of static
and dynamic analysis methodologies must be
introduced to identify hybrid malware. Research
is still ongoing in this area to enhance the
accuracy and reliability of systems.
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